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(54) Method for loading a process on an electronic device based on a user event

(57) A user function operation method and an elec-
tronic device supporting the same are provided.The user
function operation method includes executing a user
function according to at least one of a selection event
and a preset execution cycle by loading program data

realizing the user function on a memory and starting a
timer, outputting information collected during execution
of the user function, and removing, upon expiration of
the timer, the program data from the memory while sus-
taining information output by the user function.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention:

[0001] The present invention relates to management
of user functions. More particularly, the present invention
relates to a method that enables an electronic device to
effectively perform user functions.

2. Description of the Related Art:

[0002] Recently, various types of mobile devices sup-
porting various user functions have been developed. To
accommodate diversified user functions, such a mobile
device has to support user functions in an efficient way.
[0003] Therefore, a need exists for a user function op-
eration method that enables efficient execution of user
functions, and an electronic device supporting the meth-
od.
[0004] The above information is presented as back-
ground information only to assist with an understanding
of the present disclosure. No determination has been
made, and no assertion is made, as to whether any of
the above might be applicable as prior art with regard to
the present invention.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Aspects of the present invention are to address
at least the above-mentioned problems and/or disadvan-
tages and to provide at least the advantages described
below. Accordingly, an aspect of the present invention is
to provide a user function operation method that enables
efficient execution of user functions, and an electronic
device supporting the method. It is an aim of certain em-
bodiments of the invention to solve, mitigate or obviate,
at least partly, at least one of the problems and/or disad-
vantages associated with the prior art. Certain embodi-
ments aim to provide at least one of the advantages de-
scribed below.
[0006] In accordance with an aspect of the present in-
vention, an electronic device supporting a user function
operation is provided. The electronic device includes, as
execution modules, a widget viewer application for at
least one of receiving an input event indicating arrival of
an execution cycle of a widget (e.g. indicating that it is
time to execute a particular widget, according to a pre-
determined cycle) and requesting execution of the widg-
et, a widget service provider for loading a process and
for loading the widget on the process to execute the widg-
et, and a widget controller process residing between the
widget service provider and the widget viewer application
for controlling widget execution and widget related infor-
mation output.
[0007] Another aspect provides an electronic device
comprising: a widget viewer application for receiving an

input event indicating arrival of an execution time for a
widget according to a predetermined cycle or requesting
execution of the widget: a widget service provider for
loading a process and for loading the widget on the proc-
ess to execute the widget, and a widget controller process
residing between the widget service provider and the
widget viewer application for controlling widget execution
and widget related information output.
[0008] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, an electronic device supporting a user
function operation is provided. The electronic device sup-
porting user function operation includes a first memory
for loading program data (which may also be described
as program code, application, or instructions) that real-
izes a user function to be executed (in other words, the
program data in certain embodiments is executable to
realize or provide the user function) according to at least
one of a selection event (e.g. a user input) and a preset
execution cycle (in other words, in certain embodiments
the program data may be loaded at a time determined
by an execution cycle, even if no user selection event
has occurred), a timer started when the program data is
loaded, a display unit for outputting information collected
during execution of the user function, a second memory
for storing information to be output on the display unit,
and a control unit for controlling an operation to remove,
upon expiration of the timer, the program data from the
first memory while sustaining (e.g. storing, in memory,
for example the first memory or the second memory) in-
formation output by the user function.
[0009] Another aspect of the present invention pro-
vides an electronic device comprising: a first memory for
loading program data that realizes a function (e.g. a user
function) to be executed in response to a selection event
or according to a preset (e.g. predetermined, pre-pro-
grammed, or known) execution cycle; a timer arranged
to be started when the program data is loaded; a display
unit for outputting information collected during execution
of the function; a second memory for storing information
to be output on the display unit; and a control unit for
controlling an operation to remove, upon expiration of
the timer, the program data from the first memory while
sustaining (e.g. storing, in memory, for example the first
memory or the second memory) information output by
the user function.
[0010] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, a user function operation method for
an electronic device is provided. The user function oper-
ation method includes executing a user function accord-
ing to at least one of a selection event and a preset ex-
ecution cycle by loading program data realizing the user
function on a memory and starting a timer, outputting
information collected during execution of the user func-
tion, and removing, upon expiration of the timer, the pro-
gram data from the memory while sustaining information
output by the user function.
[0011] Another aspect of the present invention pro-
vides a method, for implementation by an electronic de-
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vice, the method comprising: executing a function (e.g.
a user function) in response to a selection event or ac-
cording to a preset execution cycle (e.g. predetermined,
pre-programmed, or known) by loading program data re-
alizing the function on a memory and starting a timer;
outputting information collected during execution of the
function; and removing, upon expiration of the timer (or
upon a predetermined time elapsing), the program data
from the memory while sustaining (e.g. storing, or con-
tinuing to store, in memory) information output by the
function.
[0012] In certain embodiments the program data real-
izing the function is at least one of a process developed
using a programming language and a widget, for example
a widget to be loaded on the process.
[0013] In a feature of certain embodiments of the
present invention, the user function operation method
enables an electronic device to execute user functions
under low power conditions.
[0014] In addition, in certain embodiments the user
function operation method enables an electronic device
to efficiently execute user functions with reduced load.
[0015] Another aspect of the invention provides a com-
puter program comprising instructions arranged, when
executed, to implement a method and/or apparatus in
accordance with any one of the above-described as-
pects. A further aspect provides machine-readable stor-
age storing such a program.
[0016] It will be appreciated from the following descrip-
tion that, in certain embodiments of the invention, fea-
tures concerning the graphic design of user interfaces
are combined with interaction steps or means to achieve
a technical effect.
[0017] It will be appreciated from the following descrip-
tion that, in certain embodiments of the invention, graphic
features concerning technical information (e.g. internal
machine states) are utilised to achieve a technical effect.
[0018] Certain embodiments aim to achieve the tech-
nical effect of enhancing the precision of an input device.
[0019] Certain embodiments aim to achieve the tech-
nical effect of lowering a burden (e.g. a cognitive, oper-
ative, operational, operating, or manipulative burden) of
a user when performing certain computer or device in-
teractions.
[0020] Certain embodiments aim to achieve the tech-
nical effect of providing a more efficient man-machine
(user-machine) interface.
[0021] Other aspects, advantages, and salient fea-
tures of the invention will become apparent to those
skilled in the art from the following detailed description,
which, taken in conjunction with the annexed drawings,
discloses exemplary embodiments of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] The above and other aspects, features, and ad-
vantages of certain exemplary embodiments of the
present invention will be more apparent from the follow-

ing description in conjunction with the accompanying
drawings, in which:
[0023] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an electronic device
supporting a user function operation according to an ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention;
[0024] FIG. 2 illustrates a hierarchy of program mod-
ules supporting user functions in a control unit of an elec-
tronic device according to an exemplary embodiment of
the present invention;
[0025] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a user function operation
method according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
[0026] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a procedure for process
management in a user function operation method accord-
ing to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
[0027] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a procedure for a process
deactivation in a user function operation method accord-
ing to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
[0028] FIG. 6 is a sequence diagram of a procedure
for a widget addition in a user function operation method
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;
[0029] FIG. 7 is a sequence diagram of a procedure
for a widget size adjustment in a user function operation
method according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
[0030] FIG. 8 is a sequence diagram of a procedure
for a widget view addition in a user function operation
method according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
[0031] FIG. 9 is a sequence diagram of a procedure
for data display using an image file in a user function
operation method according to an exemplary embodi-
ment of the present invention;
[0032] FIG. 10 is a sequence diagram of a procedure
for a buffer-based display in a user function operation
method according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
[0033] FIG. 11 is a sequence diagram of a procedure
for a text-based display in a user function operation meth-
od according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;
[0034] FIG. 12 illustrates a memory-buffer based dis-
play in content rendering according to an exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention;
[0035] FIG. 13 illustrates an image-file based display
in content rendering according to an exemplary embod-
iment of the present invention;
[0036] FIG. 14 illustrates a text based display in con-
tent rendering according to an exemplary embodiment
of the present invention;
[0037] FIG. 15 illustrates a result of monitoring process
behaviors in a user function operation according to an
exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
[0038] FIGS. 16A through 16E are screen representa-
tions depicting widget execution in a user function oper-
ation according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
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[0039] FIGS. 17A through 17C are screen representa-
tions depicting widget creation and application in a user
function operation according to an exemplary embodi-
ment of the present invention; and
[0040] FIGS. 18 through 20 are sequence diagrams
illustrating a process and a widget lifecycle management
in a user function operation according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[0041] Throughout the drawings, like reference numer-
als will be understood to refer to like parts, components,
and structures.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0042] The following description with reference to the
accompanying drawings is provided to assist in a com-
prehensive understanding of exemplary embodiments of
the inventionas defined by the claims and their equiva-
lents. It includes various specific details to assist in that
understanding but these are to be regarded as merely
exemplary. Accordingly, those of ordinary skill in the art
will recognize that various changes and modifications of
the embodiments described herein can be made without
departing from the scope and spirit of the invention. In
addition, descriptions of well-known functions and con-
structions may be omitted for clarity and conciseness.
[0043] The terms and words used in the following de-
scription and claims are not limited to the bibliographical
meanings, but, are merely used by the inventor to enable
a clear and consistent understanding of the invention.
Accordingly, it should be apparent to those skilled in the
art that the following description of exemplary embodi-
ments of the present invention is provided for illustration
purpose only and not for the purpose of limiting the in-
vention as defined by the appended claims and their
equivalents.
[0044] It is to be understood that the singular forms "a,"
"an," and "the" include plural referents unless the context
clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example, reference
to "a component surface" includes reference to one or
more of such surfaces.
[0045] By the term "substantially" it is meant that the
recited characteristic, parameter, or value need not be
achieved exactly, but that deviations or variations, includ-
ing for example, tolerances, measurement error, meas-
urement accuracy limitations and other factors known to
those of skill in the art, may occur in amounts that do not
preclude the effect the characteristic was intended to pro-
vide.
[0046] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an electronic device
supporting a user function operation according to an ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0047] Referring to FIG. 1, the electronic device sup-
porting a user function operation (referred to as a terminal
device 100) may include a communication unit 110, an
input unit 120, a control unit 160, a display unit 140, and
a storage unit 150.The terminal device 100 may further

include a first memory 161 and a second memory 162
for operation of the control unit 160.Here, the first memory
161 and the second memory 162 may be configured as
parts of the storage unit 150, or may be configured re-
spectively as parts of the storage unit 150 and the control
unit 160. For example, the first memory 161 may act as
a display buffer for the display unit 140 and the second
memory 162 may act as a Random Access Memory
(RAM) of the control unit 160 for user function opera-
tion.The first memory 161 and the second memory 162
may include volatile or nonvolatile memory devices, pref-
erably, nonvolatile memory devices, such as a flash
memory.However, the present invention is not limited by
types or classes of memory devices.
[0048] In the description, program data or application
program routines, e.g. for user function operation, are
described as "widgets". In certain embodiments, a "widg-
et" is a quantity of computer code which may be stored
in a memory, and which may be executed, or used by
other code (e.g. a process or application), to collect
and/or output information. For example, a widget in cer-
tain embodiments is code executable or otherwise used
to collect information from a user (requiring a user input)
and/or to output information to a user. In certain exem-
plary embodiments of the present invention, a "widget"
may include a routine that is uploaded on the first memory
161 periodically (e.g. according to a predetermined
schedule) or upon a user request (e.g. in response to a
user input) to perform information update by collecting
information on the terminal device 100 or on the outside
according to preset package information. In other words,
a widget may be at least one application program routine
(a quantity of computer code) that is loaded on the first
memory 161 according to control of the control unit 160
or a user request (not continuously loaded on the first
memory 161) to support information collection and out-
put. In the first memory 161, an application program rou-
tine may be associated with specific data.
[0049] In certain exemplary embodiments of the
present invention, the terminal device 100 is designed to
support on-demand loading of a widget on the first mem-
ory 161 and execution thereof. In addition to widgets de-
veloped according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention, the storage unit 150 of the terminal
device 100 may store widgets developed according to
related art techniques, which are continuously loaded on
the first memory 161. In the following description of cer-
tain embodiments, an application program routine that is
loaded on the first memory 161 on an on-demand basis
to collect and output information is referred to as a "widg-
et".
[0050] The communication unit 110 is configured to
support communication for the terminal device 100. The
communication unit 110 establishes a communication
channel to an external device when a user function sup-
ported by the terminal device 100 requires a communi-
cation connection. The communication unit 110 may sup-
port various types or schemes of communication. For
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example, when the terminal device 100 supports mobile
communication, the communication unit 110 may include
a communication module supporting one or more mobile
communication schemes.When the terminal device 100
supports short-range wireless communication, the com-
munication unit 110 may include a communication mod-
ule supporting one or more short-range wireless commu-
nication schemes.More particularly, the communication
unit 110 may operate according to a communication re-
quest made by execution of a widget 151 stored in the
storage unit 150. For example, when a widget 151 stored
in the storage unit 150 is activated and issues a request
for information collected at a given location of a specific
website, the communication unit 110 may establish a
communication channel to the website, receive informa-
tion collected at the location, and forward the received
information to the control unit 160.Additionally, upon ac-
tivation of a given widget 151, the communication unit
110 may activate a short-range wireless communication
module to scan external devices in the vicinity thereof,
establish a communication channel to a found external
device according to scheduling information of the widget
151, and send information provided by the control unit
160 to the external device or forward information received
from the external device to the control unit 160.
[0051] The input unit 120 is configured to generate var-
ious input signals used for operation of the terminal de-
vice 100.The input unit 120 may include a home key, a
side key, a keypad, and the like. When the display unit
140 supports a touchscreen capability, the input unit 120
may be realized using a touch panel. The input unit 120
may also be realized using a stylus pen or electromag-
netic induction pen and a panel supporting this.The input
unit 120 may generate an input signal for turning on or
off the terminal device 100, an input signal for adding a
widget 151 to an execution list, an input signal for sus-
pending a widget 151 on the execution list, and an input
signal for installing or uninstalling a widget 151.
[0052] The display unit 140 may display various
screens for operation of the terminal device 100. For ex-
ample, the display unit 140 may output an idle screen
and a menu screen. More particularly, the display unit
140 may output a widget screen within which at least one
widget is embedded. A menu icon or the like may be
added to the widget screen on the display unit 140.The
widget screen embedding a widget includes an output
region corresponding to the widget. Information collected
by the widget is output in the corresponding output re-
gion.For example, when a weather widget is executed,
weather information collected by the weather widget may
be output in the corresponding output region of the widget
screen. This collected weather information is written at
a portion of the second memory 162 before output to the
output region. When a stock widget is executed, stock
information collected by the widget may be output in the
corresponding output region of the widget screen. This
collected stock information is written at a portion of the
second memory 162 before output to the output re-

gion.The display unit 140 may compose screen data us-
ing information items written in the second memory 162.
Information written in the second memory 162 may be
maintained until an event for stopping the corresponding
widget occurs. In other words, when a widget is registered
in the execution list, information related to the widget can
be written and maintained in the second memory 162
regardless of whether the widget is loaded or not loaded
on the first memory 161.The display unit 140 may support
touch capability to generate an event for executing a func-
tion of a widget. To this end, the display unit 140 may
include a touch panel 143 and a display panel 141.Op-
erations related to the display unit 140 are described be-
low with reference to the accompanying screen repre-
sentations.
[0053] The storage unit 150 is configured to store var-
ious information used for operation of the terminal device
100. For example, the storage unit 150 may store an
operating system for operation of the terminal device 100,
and various application programs to support user func-
tions thereof.More particularly, the storage unit 150 may
store one or more widgets 151 to support user functions.
[0054] The widgets 151 may include various applica-
tion program routines supporting user functions. The
widgets 151 may be loaded on the first memory 161 and
executed by processors assigned by the control unit
160.The widgets 151 may be designed to support various
user functions. For example, a weather widget may be
designed to provide real-time weather information. Such
a weather widget may include a routine for connecting
to a web server providing weather information, and a rou-
tine for obtaining weather information for a given date
and a local region from the web server. Various types of
weather widgets, such as a daily weather widget, a week-
ly weather widget and a local weather widget, may be
designed according to user needs. As another example,
a news widget may be designed to provide real-time news
information. Multiple news widgets may be designed to
deliver single-category news or multi-category news. In
the above description, weather widgets and news widg-
ets are described. However, the present invention is not
limited thereto. For example, the widgets 151 may in-
clude various program routines that can collect informa-
tion regarding user functions of the terminal device 100
and output the collect information. For example, the widg-
ets 151 may include a widget providing information on
public transportation, such as the subway, a widget sup-
porting music playback, a widget supporting numerical
computation, a widget supporting memory and process
management, and a widget supporting battery manage-
ment. Other information widgets may also be developed.
[0055] In an exemplary embodiment of the present in-
vention, a widget 151 may include an operational routine,
which is loaded on the first memory 161 to collect relevant
information, and information collected by the operational
routine and stored in the second memory 162.The widget
related information stored in the second memory 162 is
to be output on the display unit 140.When a widget is
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unloaded from the first memory 161, the state of the widg-
et may be stored together with information collected so
for in the storage unit 150.Hence, it is understood that a
widget 151 may include a program routine stored in the
storage unit 150 and information collected thereby. In the
event that a widget has not been executed after installa-
tion in the terminal device 100, the widget does not gen-
erate or collect any information. In this case, the widget
may not include relevant information. Hence, it can be
considered that a widget includes an operational routine
by default and may further include relevant information
if exists. The information related to a widget may include
all relevant information collected during execution of the
widget or include the most recently collected information
only according to widget design.
[0056] The first memory 161 may be used by the con-
trol unit 160 to support user functions. The first memory
161 may include a RAM, a Read Only Memory (ROM),a
flash memory, and the like. The operating system and
various application programs realizing user functions
may be loaded on the first memory 161. More particularly,
application program routines of widgets supporting user
functions may be loaded on the first memory 161 under
control of the control unit 160. To support execution of
widget application routines, one or more processes may
be loaded on the first memory 161. Processes may in-
clude program data, programming language statements,
and APls. Processes may be created using programming
languages, such as JAVA, HyperText Markup Language
(HTML), C, C++, and the like. Processes may include
platform widget processes.
[0057] The second memory 162 may store information
to be output on the display unit 140. For example, the
second memory 162 may store information on screen
elements and information on widgets. Information related
to a specific widget may be updated according to sched-
uling information of the widget or user input. Information
related to a widget stored in the second memory 162 may
be updated with newly collected information when an
event for executing a function of the widget is generated.
When the widget related information is updated in the
second memory 162, the display unit 140 outputs the
updated widget related information under control of the
control unit 160.When widget related information is not
updated, the display unit 140 maintains output of existing
widget related information stored in the second memory
162.The display unit 140 may discontinue output of in-
formation related to a widget when execution of the widg-
et ends, when a process executing the widget is termi-
nated, when the widget is uninstalled, or when the termi-
nal device 100 is turned off. Upon generation of a certain
event terminating execution of a widget, information re-
lated to the widget stored in the second memory 162 may
be deleted. In the case that the second memory 162 in-
cludes a nonvolatile memory, such as a flash memory,
widget related information may be sustained in the sec-
ond memory 162 even when the terminal device 100 is
turned off. Upon generation of an event for terminating

execution of a widget or uninstalling a widget, corre-
sponding widget related information may be deleted from
the second memory 162 even when the second memory
162 is nonvolatile.
[0058] The terminal device 100 may further include
components to support user functions. For example, the
terminal device 100 may further include an audio
processing unit (including a speaker for outputting an au-
dio signal and a microphone for collecting an audio sig-
nal), and a sensor unit (including an image sensor for
capturing images and an acceleration or proximity sensor
for detecting motion of the terminal device 100).
[0059] The control unit 160 controls the internal com-
ponents of the terminal device 100 and power supply
thereto so as to perform signal processing and data
processing used for supporting user functions. More par-
ticularly, the control unit 160 manages a list of widgets
to be executed according to user settings or preset
scheduling information. After power-on of the terminal
device 100, the control unit 160 checks the widget list to
determine a widget to be executed. To this end, the widg-
et list may include property information of registered
widgets 151, such as execution cycle or time, type, output
format, use of a network or component of the terminal
device 100, and the like.
[0060] When a widget to be executed is found in the
widget list, the control unit 160 controls an operation to
load processes needed to execute the widget and load
operational routines corresponding to the widget. The
control unit 160 executes the loaded operational routines
to collect information related to the widget, and controls
output of the collected information on the display unit 140
according to the output format of the widget. The control
unit 160 may identify the lifecycle of each widget on the
widget list and determine the time to load the widget on
the first memory 161 based on the lifecycle information.
Hence, the control unit 160 may increase usage efficien-
cy of the first memory 161 in support of user functions.
A description is given of a hierarchy of program modules
in the control unit 160 with reference to FIG. 2.
[0061] FIG. 2 illustrates a hierarchy of program mod-
ules supporting user functions in a control unit of an elec-
tronic device according to an exemplary embodiment of
the present invention.
[0062] Referring to FIG. 2, the control unit 160 includes
a widget service provider 10, a first communication inter-
face 20, a widget controller process 30, a second com-
munication interface 40, and a widget viewer application
50.
[0063] The widget service provider 10 is a layer at
which one or more processes and application program
routines for widget operation are loaded. A process may
load routines corresponding to a widget 151.One or more
plug-in type widgets may be loaded on a process, and a
process type widget is loaded on a process.
[0064] Process type and plug-in type widgets or proc-
esses may be written in programming languages. For
example, plug-in type widgets and corresponding proc-
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esses may be written in the C or C++ programming lan-
guage (i.e., a native widget 12). Process type widgets
and corresponding processes may be written in various
programming languages. For example, a platform widget
process 15 may load a platform widget 16 written in the
C++ programming language. A web widget process 17
may load a web widget 18 written in HTML. The terminal
device 100 may provide various programming languag-
es, Application Programming Interfaces (APls) and librar-
ies usable to develop widgets and processes.
[0065] To load and execute plug-in type widgets, proc-
esses, such as a language adaptor 13 and a heap monitor
14 may be used by a native widget loader 11. The widget
service provider 10 may add a process according to the
number of plug-in type widgets. For example, in the case
that four plug-in type widgets are loaded on a process,
when a new plug-in type widget is added for execution,
the widget service provider 10 may clone the process
loading four plug-in type widgets and loads the new plug-
in type widget on the cloned process.
[0066] The widget service provider 10 may load one
process type widget on a single process.
[0067] In response to an execution request for a widget
151 from the widget controller process 30, the widget
service provider 10 may invoke a process and load the
widget 151 on the process. Here, the invoked process
may differ according to the type of the requested widget
151 (i.e., a process type or a plug-in type).Thereafter,
the widget service provider 10 executes the widget 151
and collects information related to the widget 151 accord-
ing to property information of the widget 151.The widget
service provider 10 may transfer the collected widget re-
lated information to the widget controller process 30 or
directly to the widget viewer application 50.
[0068] The first communication interface 20 is placed
between the widget controller process 30 and the widget
service provider 10.The first communication interface 20
is used to transfer a request message or a request packet
from the widget controller process 30 to the widget serv-
ice provider 10, and transfer a request processing result
or buffer allocation information from the widget service
provider 10 to the widget controller process 30. To this
end, the first communication interface 20 includes a pro-
vider interface 22 to support the widget service provider
10 and a first communication core 21 to exchange signals
with the widget controller process 30.
[0069] The widget controller process 30 resides be-
tween the widget service provider 10 and the widget view-
er application 50.The widget controller process 30 con-
trols loading and execution of widgets according to
events provided by the widget service provider 10.The
widget controller process 30 may deliver widget related
information to the widget service provider 10 executing
widgets. The widget controller process 30 controls life-
cycles of widgets in execution. The widget controller
process 30 may include a provider controller 31, a widget
instance manager 33, a widget package information
manager 35, a context event monitor 37, and a rendering

controller 39.
[0070] The provider controller 31 may control the widg-
et service provider 10 to invoke a process loading a widg-
et. The provider controller 31 may control the lifecycle of
a process invoked by the widget service provider 10.The
provider controller 31 may write process related data in
the second memory 162 and remove process related da-
ta from the second memory 162.The provider controller
31 may control processing of data written in the second
memory 162 and control corresponding processing re-
sults. The provider controller 31 may transfer the
processing results to the widget instance manager 33,
and may receive request messages or packets for con-
trolling the widget service provider 10 from the widget
instance manager 33.
[0071] The widget instance manager 33 is configured
to control execution of widget functions of the widget
viewer application 50. For example, the widget instance
manager 33 may control execution of functions support-
ed by the widget viewer application 50, such as a widget
addition, a widget execution control based on the execu-
tion list, a widget related information output, a widget re-
moval from the execution list, a widget function removal,
and a widget installation or uninstallation. To perform a
widget function, the widget instance manager 33 may
request the provider controller 31 to load indicated widg-
ets on a given process, and may control lifecycles of the
widgets loaded on the given process.
[0072] The widget instance manager 33 may identify
property information of a widget via the widget package
information manager 35. For example, the widget in-
stance manager 33 may obtain property information of a
widget 151, such as execution cycle, lifecycle, and device
component to be activated, from the widget package in-
formation manager 35, and may control an operation to
execute widget functions or remove the widget 151 from
the widget service provider 10 based on the property in-
formation. This is described below with reference to a
widget function execution.
[0073] The widget package information manager 35
may identify property information of a widget 151 and
provide the property information to the widget instance
manager 33.The property information of a widget 151
may include various information elements as described
above. The lifecycle of a widget 151 may correspond to
a time duration during which the widget 151 is loaded on
the widget service provider 10.The lifecycle of a widget
151 may be reset when a function of the widget 151 is
executed. For example, when the user selects and exe-
cutes a function of a widget 151, the lifecycle of the widget
151 may be initialized.
[0074] The execution cycle of a widget indicates the
cycle for collecting information related to the widget. The
execution cycle may be equal to or shorter than the life-
cycle. For example, when the lifecycle of a widget is 30
seconds, the execution cycle thereof may be 10 seconds.
The execution cycle of a widget may be defined in a com-
posite manner. For example, the execution cycle of a
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widget may be set to a value only when the widget re-
mains in valid states during the lifecycle. The execution
cycle of a widget may be longer than the lifecycle. For
example, when the lifecycle of a widget is 30 seconds,
the execution cycle thereof may be one hour. In this case,
when no event occurs within 30 seconds after starting
the widget, the widget is removed from the widget service
provider 10.After one hour, the widget may be reloaded
on the widget service provider 10 and executed. Widget
or process removal is described below with reference to
the following drawings.
[0075] The context event monitor 37 monitors widget
related information to be output to the output region. For
example, the context event monitor 37 may store the
most recently collected widget related information as
context information for a widget.When a widget function
is reactivated after termination, the context event monitor
37 may output the most recently stored widget related
information to the output region. When there is no recent
widget related information, the context event monitor 37
may output default information to the output region.
[0076] The rendering controller 39 controls output of
widget related information. To this end, the rendering
controller 39 may allocate memory buffers for widget re-
lated information. The memory buffers may be commonly
accessed by the widget viewer application 50 and the
widget service provider 10. For example, the widget serv-
ice provider 10 may write collected widget related infor-
mation in the memory buffers, and the widget viewer ap-
plication 50 may read widget related information from the
memory buffers and output the same on the display unit
140.
[0077] The second communication interface 40 re-
sides between the widget controller process 30 and the
widget viewer application 50.The second communication
interface 40 includes a viewer interface 41 and a second
communication core 42 to communicate with the widget
viewer application 50.The second communication inter-
face 40 transfers a request from the widget controller
process 30 to the widget viewer application 50, and trans-
fers a request from the widget viewer application 50 to
the widget controller process 30.
[0078] The widget viewer application 50 is configured
to output information produced by execution of various
widget functions. For example, when the widget service
provider 10 writes widget related information in a buffer
allocated by the widget controller process 30, the widget
viewer application 50 may read widget related informa-
tion from the buffer and output the same on the display
unit 140.The widget viewer application 50 may directly
receive widget related information from the widget serv-
ice provider 10 and output the same on the display unit
140.The widget viewer application 50 may handle widget
related information according to preset property informa-
tion of a corresponding widget, and the property informa-
tion may be provided by the widget package information
manager 35 of the widget controller process 30. In addi-
tion, the widget viewer application 50 detects a user event

on a widget function on the execution list and forwards
the user event to the widget controller process 30.
[0079] The widget viewer application 50 may include
a plug-in type widget viewer 51, a web widget viewer 52,
and a platform widget viewer 54 in accordance with types
of widgets 151.The plug-in type widget viewer 51 handles
output of widget related information for a plug-in type
widget. The web widget viewer 52 handles output of widg-
et related information for a widget run on the web widget
process 17.The widget viewer application 50 may further
include a web service interface 53 to support the web
widget viewer 52.The platform widget viewer 54 handles
output of widget related information for a widget run on
the platform widget process 15.The widget viewer appli-
cation 50 may further include a platform service interface
55 to support the platform widget viewer 54.
[0080] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a user function operation
method according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention.
[0081] Referring to FIG. 3, in the user function opera-
tion method, the control unit 160 of the terminal device
100 determines whether an event for a widget function
execution is received at step 301.Here, an event for the
widget function execution may correspond to an invoca-
tion of a process supporting a user function to be loaded
on the first memory 161 on demand or an invocation of
a widget 151 to be loaded on a corresponding process.
When an event for the widget function execution is not
received, the control unit 160 may perform a requested
operation at step 303. For example, the control unit 160
may output an idle screen or a menu screen on the display
unit 140, or may execute an application according to pre-
set scheduling information.
[0082] When an event for the widget function execution
is received, the control unit 160 conducts the widget func-
tion execution to collect and output widget related infor-
mation at step 305.The terminal device 100 may provide
an execution list of executable widget functions and the
user may generate an event by selecting (touching) a
desired entry of the execution list. The user may also
generate an event for the widget function execution by
touching a portion of the widget output region on the dis-
play unit 140.
[0083] To support the widget function execution, the
control unit 160 may load a requested process on the
first memory 161 and load a corresponding widget on the
process. When the requested process is already loaded,
the control unit 160 may load the corresponding widget
on the process. For example, when loading of a plug-in
type widget is requested and a process capable of load-
ing a plug-in type widget is already loaded, the control
unit 160 may load the requested plug-in type widget on
the loaded process. Here, when the process already
loads a preset number of plug-in type widgets, the control
unit 160 may clone the process and load the requested
plug-in type widget on the cloned process. In addition, to
support the widget function execution, the control unit
160 may load a viewer on the widget viewer application
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50 and output widget related information using the viewer
loaded on the widget viewer application 50.
[0084] The control unit 160 starts a timer at step 307.
To control the widget function execution, the control unit
160 may use a default timer or a timer separately pre-
pared for the present invention. The timer is used to man-
age the lifecycle of the requested widget. For one widget,
one timer may be used to control the lifecycle thereof.
[0085] The control unit 160 determines whether an
event for the widget function execution is generated be-
fore expiration of the timer at step 309.When an event
for the widget function execution is generated, the control
unit 160 returns to step 305 and continues the widget
function execution to collect and output widget related
information. The widget function execution may be con-
tinued until timer expiration or reception of a termination
request for the terminal device 100.
[0086] When an event for the widget function execution
is not generated before expiration of the timer, the control
unit 160 deletes the corresponding widget or process at
step 311.The control unit 160 may retain or save corre-
sponding widget related information. Here, the control
unit 160 removes routines corresponding to the widget
from the first memory 161. In addition, when the widget
is the last one loaded on the corresponding process, the
control unit 160 may terminate the process in the first
memory 161. For example, in a state where a number of
plug-in type widgets are loaded in a process, when a
timer for one of the loaded plug-in type widgets expires,
the control unit 160 may remove only the plug-in type
widget whose timer has expired from the process. In spite
of widget deletion or process termination, the control unit
160 may retain widget related information produced dur-
ing execution of the widget by, for example, storing the
same in the second memory 162.When a widget termi-
nation event is generated, the control unit 160 may re-
move a corresponding widget from the first memory 161
and remove widget related information of the widget from
the second memory 162.
[0087] The control unit 160 determines whether a ter-
mination request for the terminal device 100 is received
at step 313.When a termination request is not received,
the control unit 160 returns to step 301 and may repeat
the procedure. Here, the termination request may corre-
spond to a transition to a power-saving state, such as a
sleep state. For example, when a wake-up event, such
as a "Home" or a "Power" key is entered during the sleep
state, the control unit 160 may return to step 301 and
repeat the procedure.
[0088] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a procedure for process
management in a user function operation method accord-
ing to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0089] Referring to FIG. 4, the widget viewer applica-
tion 50 receives a widget related event at step 401.The
widget viewer application 50 sends a request for a widget
function execution to the widget controller process 30 at
step 403.The widget controller process 30 searches for
the widget service provider 10 supporting the widget

function execution at step 405.The widget controller proc-
ess 30 determines whether a process for the widget func-
tion execution is present at step 407.When such a proc-
ess is present, the widget controller process 30 deter-
mines whether the process is running at step 409.When
the process is running, the widget controller process 30
determines whether the process is over-loaded owing to
a widget to be added at step 411.When the process is
not over-loaded owing to a widget to be added, the widget
controller process 30 requests the widget service provid-
er 10 to load the corresponding widget on the process
and extends a timer expiration duration correspondingly
at step 413. In the above description, step 411 may be
executed only for a plug-in type widget. For a process
type widget, which is loaded alone on a process, when
the corresponding process is running at step 409, step
413 of extending timer expiration duration may be directly
executed (step 411 is skipped).
[0090] When a process for the widget function execu-
tion is not present at step 407, is not running at step 409,
or is overloaded at step 411, the widget controller process
30 requests the widget service provider 10 to create a
process and load the process on the first memory 161 to
thereby load the widget at step 415.The widget controller
process 30 registers a timer to manage the lifecycle of
the new widget at step 417.Thereafter, the widget con-
troller process 30 performs event processing at step
419.Here, step 417 and step 419 may be executed in
any order or in parallel.Widget related information is col-
lected according to events during widget execution at
step 419.The widget service provider 10 sends event
processing results to the widget controller process 30,
the widget viewer application 50, or a memory buffer al-
located by the widget controller process 30 at step 421.
[0091] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a procedure for process
deactivation in a user function operation method accord-
ing to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0092] Referring to FIG. 5, the widget controller proc-
ess 30 receives an event indicating expiration of a timer
at step 501.The timer may have been started at the time
of initiation of a widget function. The timer may be man-
aged by the widget instance manager 33 of the widget
controller process 30.
[0093] Upon reception of an event indicating expiration
of a timer, the widget controller process 30 removes a
widget associated with the timer from the first memory
161 or removes a process loading a widget associated
with the timer from the first memory 161 at step 503. To
this end, the widget controller process 30 may operate
both timers associated with widgets 151 and timers for
managing process lifecycles. The same lifecycle may be
applied to a process type widget and corresponding proc-
ess. Different lifecycles may be applied to a plug-in type
widget and corresponding process.
[0094] While the widget controller process 30 removes
a widget or process from the first memory 161, the widget
viewer application 50 performs an operation to retain
widget related information for the widget being removed.
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[0095] FIG. 6 is a sequence diagram of a procedure
for widget addition in a user function operation method
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
[0096] Referring to FIG. 6, the widget viewer applica-
tion 50 may receive an event for a widget function exe-
cution through the input unit 120 or the display unit 140.
For example, the user may view a list of widget functions
not present on the execution list through widget screens,
menu screens or other setting screens and select a de-
sired one of the widget function list. Here, widget func-
tions may be represented by icons. Upon reception of an
event for the widget function execution, the widget viewer
application 50 invokes an AddWidget() function (or meth-
od) to send a widget addition request to the widget con-
troller process 30 at step 601.The widget controller proc-
ess 30 determines validity of an AddWidget() function at
step 603. To this end, the widget controller process 30
may invoke a ValidateRequestor() function to examine
the widget function list.When an AddWidget() function is
not a valid request, the widget controller process 30 may
ignore the widget addition request (i.e., an AddWidget()
function) and output a sound notification indicating inva-
lidity of the widget addition request.
[0097] When an AddWidget() function is a valid re-
quest, the widget controller process 30 searches for a
widget service provider 10 by performing a SearchServ-
iceProvider() function at step 605.The widget controller
process 30 invokes a CreateWidget() function to send a
widget creation request to the found widget service pro-
vider 10 at step 607. Upon reception of an invocation of
a CreateWidget() function, the widget service provider
10 may perform process loading and load a requested
widget on the corresponding process. Here, the widget
service provider 10 may perform process loading accord-
ing to the type of the widget. For example, when the re-
quested widget is of plug-in type, the widget service pro-
vider 10 may load the widget on an existing process with-
out creating a process.
[0098] After widget loading, the widget service provider
10 executes functional routines of the widget to collect
widget related information. The widget service provider
10 invokes a ResultCallback() function to send widget
processing results to the widget controller process 30 at
step 609.The widget controller process 30 invokes a Re-
sultCallback() function to forward widget processing re-
sults to the widget viewer application 50 at step 611.The
widget viewer application 50 may extract widget related
information from the received widget processing results
and output the same on the display unit 140.
[0099] FIG. 7 is a sequence diagram of a procedure
for widget size adjustment in a user function operation
method according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention.
[0100] Referring to FIG. 7, the widget viewer applica-
tion 50 may receive an event for widget size adjustment
(ResizeWidget()) through the input means at step
701.Here, the user may select a widget outputting infor-

mation on the display unit 140 by entering, for example,
a long press on the display unit 140, and change the size
of the selected widget by, for example, dragging the widg-
et.
[0101] Upon reception of an event for widget size ad-
justment, the widget viewer application 50 invokes an
IsValidSize() function to determine validity of the widget
resize request at step 703. For example, the widget view-
er application 50 may determine whether the changed
widget size is within a preset allowed size range.When
the event is a valid request, the widget viewer application
50 invokes a ResizeRequest() function to send a widget
resize request to the widget controller process 30 at step
705.When the widget resize request is not valid, the widg-
et viewer application 50 may ignore the request and out-
put an audible, visual or vibration notification indicating
invalidity of the request.
[0102] Upon reception of a widget resize request from
the widget viewer application 50, the widget controller
process 30 invokes a ValidateRequestor() function to de-
termine the validity of the request at step 707. For exam-
ple, the widget controller process 30 may determine
whether the widget resize request is made for a widget
on the execution list. When the widget resize request is
not valid, the widget controller process 30 may ignore
the request. When the widget resize request is valid, the
widget controller process 30 invokes a ResizeWidget()
function to send a widget resize indication to the widget
service provider 10 at step 709. Upon reception of a widg-
et resize indication, the widget service provider 10 iden-
tifies a widget whose size is to be adjusted and executes
a resize routine of the widget correspondingly. After widg-
et resizing, the widget service provider 10 invokes a Re-
sultCallback() function to send widget size adjustment
results to the widget controller process 30 at step 711.The
widget controller process 30 invokes a ResultCallback()
function to forward widget size adjustment results to the
widget viewer application 50 at step 713.
[0103] In the case that widget display is conducted us-
ing a buffer, upon reception of the widget resize request,
the widget controller process 30 allocates a memory buff-
er whose size is fit well for the resized widget and provides
address information of the memory buffer to the widget
service provider 10.When the widget service provider 10
resizes the identified widget according to the widget re-
size indication, it writes resized widget image data in the
memory buffer and notifies this to the widget controller
process 30.The widget controller process 30 notifies the
widget viewer application 50 of address information of
the memory buffer and widget resize completion. The
widget viewer application 50 reads resized widget image
data from the memory buffer and outputs the same on
the display unit 140.When widget display is conducted
using an image file or text, the widget service provider
10 may directly provide widget data to the widget viewer
application 50, which then outputs the widget data on the
display unit 140, without involvement of the widget con-
troller process 30.This is described below with reference
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to the drawings.
[0104] FIG. 8 is a sequence diagram of a procedure
for widget view addition in a user function operation meth-
od according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
[0105] Referring to FIG. 8, the widget viewer applica-
tion 50 may receive an input event for widget view addi-
tion generated by an OpenAddtionalView() function at
step 801. Here, a menu item, shortcut key or touch ges-
ture may be used to generate an event for widget view
addition in the terminal device 100. Upon reception of an
event for widget view addition, the widget viewer appli-
cation 50 determines possibility of widget view addition
by invoking a CheckAdditionalViewSupported() at step
803.When possible, the widget viewer application 50 in-
vokes a RequestOpenAddView() function to send a re-
quest for widget view addition to the widget controller
process 30 at step 805.
[0106] Upon reception of a request for widget view ad-
dition, the widget controller process 30 obtains buffer in-
formation by invoking a PrepareBufferInfo() function at
step 807. For example, the widget controller process 30
may obtain property information of the corresponding
widget from the widget package information manager 35
and identify buffer information used for an additional
view. Thereafter, the widget controller process 30 in-
vokes a CreateAddView() function to send a request for
widget view creation to the widget service provider 10 at
step 809.
[0107] Upon reception of a request for widget view cre-
ation from the widget controller process 30, the widget
service provider 10 identifies functional routines for widg-
et view creation and prepares for additional widget view
rendering. Thereafter, the widget service provider 10 in-
vokes a RequestRenderBuffer() function to send a re-
quest for buffer information to the widget controller proc-
ess 30 at step 811.The widget controller process 30
sends buffer information to the widget service provider
10 at step 813.The widget controller process 30 invokes
a ResultCallback() function to forward widget size adjust-
ment results to the widget viewer application 50 at step
815. The widget service provider 10 renders additional
widget view data based on obtained buffer information
by invoking a Rendering() function at step 817.
[0108] After rendering widget view data, the widget
service provider 10 invokes a BufferUpdated() function
to send a buffer update notification to the widget controller
process 30 at step 819.The widget controller process 30
invokes a BufferUpdated() function to forward a buffer
update notification to the widget viewer application 50 at
step 821. Upon reception of an invocation of a BufferUp-
dated() function, the widget viewer application 50 may
identify buffer address information from the message,
read widget view data from the buffer, and output the
same on the display unit 140.
[0109] FIG. 9 is a sequence diagram of a procedure
for data display using an image file in a user function
operation method according to an exemplary embodi-

ment of the present invention.
[0110] Referring to FIG. 9, the widget viewer applica-
tion 50 may receive an input event generated by clicking
the widget output region of the display unit 140. Upon
reception of a click event, the widget viewer application
50 invokes a ClickedEvent() function to send a click event
to the widget controller process 30 at step 901.Here, the
widget viewer application 50 may provide information on
the clicked widget and coordinates thereof to the widget
controller process 30.
[0111] The widget controller process 30 invokes a
ClickedEvent() function to forward the click event to the
widget service provider 10 at step 903.Here, the widget
controller process 30 may apply the click event to a cor-
responding process or widget according to the type of
the clicked widget. Upon reception of an invocation of a
ClickedEvent() function from the widget controller proc-
ess 30, the widget service provider 10 performs widget
execution by invoking an UpdateContent() function to col-
lect widget related information from the terminal device
100 or an external network at step 905.The widget service
provider 10 may produce a visual effect corresponding
to the click on the widget output region. The widget serv-
ice provider 10 creates an image file reflecting the col-
lected information and visual effect (that is, an image file
to update the widget output region). The widget service
provider 10 may store the image file in a memory buffer
of a nonvolatile or volatile memory.
[0112] After creation of the image file, the widget serv-
ice provider 10 invokes a ContentUpdatedEvent() func-
tion to send a notification for information collection and
file creationto the widget controller process 30 at step
907.The widget controller process 30 invokes a Conten-
tUpdatedEvent() function to forward an information up-
date event to the widget viewer application 50 at step
909. Upon reception of an information update event, the
widget viewer application 50 may read the image file cre-
ated by the widget service provider 10 and output the
same on the display unit 140.
[0113] FIG. 10 is a sequence diagram of a procedure
for buffer-based display in a user function operation
method according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention.
[0114] Referring to FIG. 10, the user may touch the
widget output region of the display unit 140.Thereafter,
the widget viewer application 50 invokes a TouchEvent()
function to send a touch event to the widget controller
process 30 at step 1001.Here, invocation of a
TouchEvent() function may include touch information re-
garding touch point, touch down, drag, and touch release
on the widget output region.
[0115] Upon reception of an invocation of a
TouchEvent() function from the widget viewer application
50, the widget controller process 30 invokes a
TouchEvent() function to forward the touch event to the
widget service provider 10 at step 1003.Here, invocation
of a TouchEvent() function may include touch informa-
tion, such as the type of the touched widget and touch
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path information describing touch down, movement and
release on the widget output region.
[0116] Upon reception of an invocation of a
TouchEvent() function from the widget controller process
30, the widget service provider 10 performs event
processing correspondingly by invoking an Event-
Processing() function at step 1005. For example, the
widget service provider 10 may produce a visual effect,
such as highlighting or image reversal, on the widget out-
put region. In addition, the widget service provider 10
collects widget related information according to the widg-
et function execution at step 1007.
[0117] Thereafter, the widget service provider 10 may
obtain a memory buffer and write event processing data
and visual effect data in the memory buffer. After data
writing, the widget service provider 10 invokes a Conten-
tUpdatedEvent() function to send a content update noti-
fication (including memory buffer address information) to
the widget controller process 30 at step 1009.
[0118] The widget controller process 30 invokes a Con-
tentUpdatedEvent() function to forward a content update
event to the widget viewer application 50 at step
1011.The widget viewer application 50 may identify the
widget output region to be updated and memory buffer
address information based on the received message,
and read data from the memory buffer and output the
same on the widget output region.
[0119] FIG. 11 is a sequence diagram of a procedure
for a text-based display in a user function operation meth-
od according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention.
[0120] Referring to FIG. 11, when the user touches the
widget output region of the display unit 140, the widget
viewer application 50 may invoke a TouchEvent() func-
tion correspondingly at step 1101. The widget viewer ap-
plication 50 may perform event processing by invoking
an EventProcessing() function at step 1103. For exam-
ple, the widget viewer application 50 may produce a vis-
ual effect, such as a highlighting, an image reversal, a
shading on the widget output region corresponding to the
touch event, or the like. To this end, the widget viewer
application 50 may be designed to include image
processing routines and rendering routines for producing
visual effects corresponding to touch events.
[0121] The widget viewer application 50 invokes a
ProcessedEvent() function to send a processed event to
the widget controller process 30 at step 1105.The widget
controller process 30 invokes a ProcessedEvent() func-
tion to forward the processed event to the widget service
provider 10 at step 1107.Here, the widget controller proc-
ess 30 may identify a widget corresponding to the proc-
essed event and identify a process according to the type
of the widget, and provide the processed event to the
widget and process.
[0122] Upon reception of an invocation of a Proc-
essedEvent() function indicating a processed event, the
widget service provider 10 collects widget related infor-
mation corresponding to the processed event by invoking

an UpdateContent() function at step 1109. For example,
the widget service provider 10 may support access to a
webpage and collection of news or weather information.
After collection of widget related information, the widget
service provider 10 invokes an UpdatedContentData()
function to send updated content data to the widget con-
troller process 30 at step 1111.The widget controller
process 30 invokes an UpdatedContentData() function
to forward updated content data to the widget viewer ap-
plication 50 at step 1113.
[0123] Upon reception of updated content data, the
widget viewer application 50 outputs the same to the
widget output region by invoking an UpdateContent()
function at step 1115.Here, the updated content data,
which is produced by the widget service provider 10 and
delivered to the widget viewer application 50 through the
widget controller process 30, is solely text data. Hence,
the widget viewer application 50 may output updated con-
tent data on the widget output region according to a pre-
set display format. To this end, the widget viewer appli-
cation 50 may be designed to have various display op-
tions for the widget output region.
[0124] FIGS. 12 through 14 illustrate display options
for a widget output region according to exemplary em-
bodiments of the present invention. FIG. 12 illustrates a
memory-buffer based display in content rendering ac-
cording to an exemplary embodiment of the present in-
vention.
[0125] Referring to FIG. 12, when an input event, such
as a touch event, occurs on the widget output region, the
widget viewer application 50 sends the input event to the
widget controller process 30.The widget viewer applica-
tion 50 may further provide identification information of
a widget associated with the input event.
[0126] The widget controller process 30 identifies
property information (Manifest file) of the widget based
on the received identification information. The widget
controller process 30 identifies the display option of the
widget from the property information. When the display
option indicates memory-buffer based display, the widget
controller process 30 prepares a memory buffer using
the rendering controller 39, and provides rendering buffer
information collected using the provider controller 31 and
widget instance manager 33 to a corresponding process
and widget in the widget service provider 10.
[0127] The widget service provider 10 prepares widget
related information and visual effect data by executing
the widget according to a request from the widget con-
troller process 30.The widget service provider 10 writes
the widget related information and visual effect data in
the memory buffer provided by the widget controller proc-
ess 30.The widget service provider 10 sends a rendering
buffer updated event to the widget controller process
30.The widget controller process 30 sends information
on the rendered buffer to the widget viewer application
50 through the viewer interface 41.
[0128] The widget viewer application 50 outputs widget
related information and visual effect data in the memory
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buffer to the display unit 140. For example, widget related
information and visual effect data are output on a screen
where the input event occurred, such as the home
screen, a lock screen, a menu screen, or a widget screen.
[0129] When the identified property information of the
widget selected by the input event indicates that the widg-
et is linked with a particular function, the widget controller
process 30 may support execution of the function and
display of corresponding result data.
[0130] FIG. 13 illustrates an image-file based display
in content rendering according to an exemplary embod-
iment of the present invention.
[0131] Referring to FIG. 13, the widget controller proc-
ess 30 may receive an event for updating widget related
information or for changing a portion of the widget output
region generated according to operation of the terminal
device 100 or preset scheduling information. The widget
controller process 30 identifies attributes of a widget as-
sociated with the event with reference to property infor-
mation (Manifest file).When the display option indicates
image-file based display, the widget controller process
30 notifies this to the widget service provider 10.Here,
the widget controller process 30 may send an information
update request and image-file based display indication
to the widget and corresponding process.
[0132] Upon reception of an information update re-
quest and image-file based display indication, the widget
service provider 10 executes the widget to collect widget
related information. At the same time, the widget service
provider 10 creates an image file reflecting a visual effect
corresponding to selection on the widget output region,
and sends the image file to the widget viewer application
50 through the viewer interface 41. In addition, the widget
service provider 10 creates an image file reflecting the
collected widget related information, and sends the im-
age file to the widget viewer application 50 through the
viewer interface 41.Here, the widget service provider 10
may create an image file reflecting both the visual effect
and widget related information and send the image file
to the widget viewer application 50.
[0133] FIG. 14 illustrates a text based display in con-
tent rendering according to an exemplary embodiment
of the present invention.
[0134] Referring to FIG. 14, similarly to the cases de-
scribed in connection with FIGS. 12 and 13, the widget
controller process 30 examines widget property informa-
tion (Manifest file).When the display option indicates text
based display, the widget controller process 30 notifies
this to the widget service provider 10.Here, the widget
controller process 30 may send an information update
request (for widget related information collection or visual
effect application) and text based display indication to
the widget service provider 10.
[0135] Upon reception of an information update re-
quest from the widget controller process 30, the widget
service provider 10 creates first text information (Descrip-
tion Data 1) describing application of a visual effect to
the widget output region and sends the first text informa-

tion to the widget viewer application 50 through Live box
library 56.The widget viewer application 50 may apply a
visual effect to the widget output region based on the first
text information (Description Data 1) and Live box library
56.Live box library 56 is used to configure image ele-
ments constituting the widget output region according to
the first text information. The widget viewer application
50 maps image elements configured by Live box library
56 with the first text information and outputs the mapping
results on the widget output region.
[0136] In addition, the widget service provider 10 col-
lects widget related information. The widget service pro-
vider 10 creates second text information (Description Da-
ta 2) describing application of widget related information
to the widget output region and sends the second text
information to the widget viewer application 50 through
Live box library 56.The widget viewer application 50 may
change the text part of the widget output region together
with a visual effect or other variation based on the second
text information (Description Data 2) and Live box library
56.
[0137] For example, in a state where multiple pieces
of weather information of different geographical areas
are output on the widget output region, the widget viewer
application 50 may receive text information correspond-
ing to one piece of weather information from the widget
service provider 10 and output the text information on
the widget output region so that only one piece of weather
information is visible. Here, the one piece of weather in-
formation may be displayed in an enlarged or reduced
form to fit within the widget output region.
[0138] In addition, the terminal device 100 may support
script-based content update in content rendering. For
script-based content update, the widget controller proc-
ess 30 creates a content area and writes content data in
the content area using a script engine. The widget con-
troller process 30 adds content data received from the
widget service provider 10 to the content area and notifies
the widget viewer application 50 of the content area. In
the case of script-based content update, the widget pack-
age information manager 35 provides a script file spec-
ifying the content area layout. The widget controller proc-
ess 30 may load the script file to configure the content
layout when generating content. To control the layout,
the corresponding widget running in the widget service
provider 10 provides a description file to the widget con-
troller process 30.The widget controller process 30 pars-
es the description file, performs content update accord-
ingly, and sends an update event to the widget viewer
application 50, which then performs screen update.
[0139] FIG. 15 illustrates a result of monitoring process
behaviors in a user function operation according to an
exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0140] Referring to FIG. 15, the terminal device 100
may execute a widget with a Process IDentifier (PID)
2857 and a widget with a PID 3602. For each widget, the
terminal device 100 sustains Time To Live (TTL) to man-
age the lifecycle of the widget. TTL is given by property
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information of the widget (Manifest file).Here, the widget
with a PID 2857 having TTL set to 0.0000 may have an
unspecified lifecycle. For example, the widget with a PID
2857 is a widget that is loaded in the first memory 161
and runs continuously.
[0141] The widget with a PID 3602 has TTL of 22 sec-
onds initially. With continued execution, the TTL value of
the widget with a PID 3602 is decreased. When the TTL
value becomes zero (timer expiration), the control unit
160 may remove the widget with a PID 3602 from the
first memory 161.At this time, execution of the widget
with a PID 3602 is temporarily suspended. To terminate
execution of a widget, the control unit 160 may set a PID
of the widget to -1. The control unit 160 may use a preset
a PID value to represent temporary suspension of a widg-
et due to TTL expiration.Upon TTL expiration, the state
of the widget with a PID 3602 is changed from "Resumed"
to "terminated".As described above, a widget supporting
a user function may be loaded on the first memory 161
only when it is executed to collect relevant information.
Hence, it is possible to minimize routines actually loaded
on the first memory 161, reducing power consumed by
the first memory 161.It is also possible to load actually
needed routines only on the first memory 161, increasing
memory usage efficiency.
[0142] FIGS. 16A through 16E are screen representa-
tions depicting widget execution in a user function oper-
ation according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention. In the following description, a widget
function is regarded as a user function, and variations of
the widget output region are depicted using a widget func-
tion for voice recording.
[0143] Referring to FIG. 16A, in response to a request
for widget addition, the terminal device 100 outputs a first
widget output region 1601 a on the display unit 140. To-
gether with the first widget output region 1601 a, a back-
ground region 1605 may be output on the display unit
140.The background region 1605 may be provided by
default by the widget viewer application 50, or provided
according to execution of a widget loaded on the widget
service provider 10.The widget may include a routine for
image output, a routine for audio path control, and a rou-
tine for audio signal collection and recording.
[0144] The terminal device 100 may maintain an infor-
mation management region 1603 to manage event his-
tories and widget information output states for controlling
the widget function execution. The information manage-
ment region 1603 may be output on the display unit 140
or maintained internally without being displayed. The in-
formation management region 1603 may provide size
information of the widget output region and history infor-
mation of widget function executions.
[0145] The information management region 1603 may
be used to maintain size options of the first widget output
region 1601a. In FIG. 16A, the information management
region 1603 indicates that the first widget output region
1601 a is resized by 1 X 1, 2 X 1 and 2 X 2 and the current
size 1606a is 2 X 2. To change the widget output region,

the user may touch a portion of the widget output region
on the display unit 140 and generate a touch event for
resizing the widget output region. The user may also use
a separate input means, such as a mouse or physical
key, to issue a request for resizing the widget output re-
gion.
[0146] As described before, the terminal device 100
may manage history information of widget executions
and provide information on current display states.To this
end, the terminal device 100 may output the information
management region 1603 on the display unit 140 or pro-
vide the same to a separate external device.
[0147] To output the first widget output region 1601 a,
the control unit 160 executes the widget viewer applica-
tion 50. To support the voice recording function, the con-
trol unit 160 executes the widget controller process 30
and the widget service provider 10.
[0148] Referring to FIG. 16B, in response to an input
event, the control unit 160 may output a first widget ad-
ditional view 1602a on the display unit 140. To invoke
the first widget additional view 1602a, the user may gen-
erate a preset input event by selecting a menu item or
touching a portion of the first widget output region
1601a.Thereafter, the control unit 160 may identify the
input event and control display of the first widget addi-
tional view 1602a with reference to property information
of the corresponding widget. The widget viewer applica-
tion 50 may determine the display position of the first
widget additional view 1602a.Here, the widget viewer ap-
plication 50 may determine the display position of the
first widget additional view 1602a differently according
to arrangement of the first widget output region 1601 a,
for example, portrait or landscape orientation. The widget
viewer application 50 may also adjust at least one of the
size and the position of the first widget additional view
1602a according to the size of the first widget output re-
gion 1601 a.
[0149] The background region 1605 may be adjusted
on the display unit 140 so that it acts as a background
for both the first widget output region 1601 a and the first
widget additional view 1602a.As described before, the
background region 1605 may be provided by the widget
viewer application 50 or provided by the widget service
provider 10 according to widget execution. The informa-
tion management region 1603 may be used to provide
current size information of the first widget output region
1601 a being currently displayed.
[0150] The information management region 1603 may
be updated according to a display request for the first
widget additional view 1602a. For example, an entry
1604a for the first widget additional view 1602a may be
added to the history list of the information management
region 1603. For the first widget additional view 1602a,
functional routines supporting the corresponding widget
and the first widget additional view 1602a may be loaded
on the first memory 161. As routines supporting the widg-
et are already loaded on the first memory 161, routines
supporting the first widget additional view 1602a may be
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loaded additionally. The routines supporting the first
widget additional view 1602a may include a routine for
outputting a virtual "record" button 1611 and voice re-
cording, a routine for outputting a virtual "memo" button
1613 and memo writing, and a routine for title and re-
cording related information processing. The information
management region 1603 exhibits an entry 1606a for the
size option of the first widget output region 1601 a being
currently displayed. Here, the information management
region 1603 may be designed to further exhibit an entry
indicating the size option of the first widget additional
view 1602a.
[0151] Referring to FIG. 16C, in response to a record-
ing request issued by selecting the virtual "record" button
1611 of FIG. 16B, the control unit 160 may output a sec-
ond widget output region 1601 b as a voice recording
screen on the display unit 140.The background region
1605 may also be output on the display unit 140.The
second widget output region 1601 b may be created using
a new image file or created by adding new information
elements to the first widget output region 1601 a.To this
end, the widget service provider 10 supports update of
the second widget output region 1601b.The widget serv-
ice provider 10 may execute the corresponding widget
to continuously collect audio signals through the micro-
phone and temporarily store the same. While the second
widget output region 1601 b is being updated by the widg-
et viewer application 50, the widget service provider 10
may perform image and text information processing to
change time values in real time for measuring time.
[0152] Re-selection of the virtual "record" button 1611
may automatically stop display of the first widget addi-
tional view 1602a. To this end, the first widget additional
view 1602a may be designed to automatically disappear
from the display unit 140 when the virtual "record" button
1611 is selected. With removal of the first widget addi-
tional view 1602a, the information management region
1603 may include an entry 1604a for first widget addi-
tional view addition and an entry 1604b for first widget
additional view removal as history items. The information
management region 1603 may further include an entry
1606a for the size option of the second widget output
region 1601 b being currently displayed. When the first
widget additional view 1602a is removed from the display
unit 140, the widget service provider 10 may remove rou-
tines related to the first widget additional view 1602a from
the first memory 161.
[0153] When an input event for requesting an addition-
al view is generated during voice recording, the control
unit 160 may control the display unit 140 to output a sec-
ond widget additional view 1602b as shown in FIG.
16D.Here, the second widget additional view 1602b may
be a variant of the first widget additional view 1602a or
be a quite different one from the first widget additional
view 1602a.The second widget additional view 1602b
may be invoked by an input event identical to or different
from that invoking the first widget additional view 1602a.
In a state where the second widget output region 1601

b is displayed, when an additional view request is issued,
the control unit 160 may control the display unit 140 to
output the second widget additional view 1602b. In a state
where the first widget output region 1601 a is displayed,
when an additional view request is issued, the control
unit 160 may control the display unit 140 to output the
first widget additional view 1602a.
[0154] Referring to FIG. 16D, the second widget addi-
tional view 1602b includes virtual buttons different from
those included in the first widget additional view 1602a.
For example, to control voice recording, the second widg-
et additional view 1602b may include a virtual addition
button 1621, a virtual "stop" button 1622, a virtual "pause"
button 1623, and a virtual "end" button 1624.
[0155] The information management region 1603 may
include an entry 1604a for first widget additional view
addition, an entry 1604b for first widget additional view
removal and an entry 1604c for second widget additional
view addition according to invocation histories for widget
additional views. The information management region
1603 may further include size options, such as the current
first size entry 1606a.
[0156] Referring to FIG. 16E, resizing of the widget out-
put region is illustrated. When the virtual "stop" button
1622 is selected in FIG. 16D, the control unit 160 may
stop voice recording and control the display unit 140 to
output a default screen related to voice recording. For
example, the display unit 140 may output the first widget
output region of size 2 X 2 together with the background
region 1605.Thereafter, when an input event for widget
output region modification is received, the control unit
160 may change the size of the widget output region. In
FIG. 16E, a third widget output region 1601 c of size 2 X
1 is presented.
[0157] In the information management region 1603,
the second entry 1606b for the size option may be high-
lighted according to a size change of the widget output
region. The information management region 1603 may
include an entry 1604a for first widget additional view
addition, an entry 1604b for first widget additional view
removal, an entry 1604c for second widget additional
view addition and an entry 1604d for second widget ad-
ditional view removal according to invocation histories
for widget additional views. As described before, the in-
formation management region 1603 may be not output
on the display unit 140, and may be presented to a sep-
arate external device or on a separate widget manage-
ment screen. In this case, the first size entry 1606a and
the second size entry 1606b with a highlight may be not
presented on the current screen and may be output on
a separate screen displaying the information manage-
ment region 1603.
[0158] FIGS. 17A through 17C are screen representa-
tions depicting widget creation and application in a user
function operation according to an exemplary embodi-
ment of the present invention.
[0159] Referring to FIGS. 17A through 17C, the termi-
nal device 100 may output a screen, such as an idle
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screen, a home screen, or a widget screen, on the display
unit 140 to wait for user function operation as indicated
by reference numeral 1701 (in the following description,
such a screen is referred to as the home screen).The
home screen may include various regions, such as a re-
gion for a title like "My Life, My Style", a region for day
information, and a region for weather information. The
home screen may include a virtual soft key at a lower
end portion.The home screen may also include a first
function addition region 1710a whose role is not yet in-
dicated.
[0160] When the first function addition region 1710a is
selected, the terminal device 100 may output a user func-
tion screen as indicated by reference numeral 1703. For
example, when the first function addition region 1710a
is selected, the terminal device 100 may output a list of
menu items. Upon selection of a menu item associated
with a website from the list, the terminal device 100 may
output a web access screen for the website as indicated
by reference numeral 1703.
[0161] When a menu item associated with the first
function addition region 1710a is selected, the terminal
device 100 may output a menu list region 1720 at an area
of the screen as indicated by reference numeral
1705.When an entry labeled "Add to home screen" (for
adding a function to the home screen) is selected from
the menu list region 1720, the terminal device 100 may
output a submenu region 1730 containing submenu
items of the selected entry as indicated by reference nu-
meral 1707.Here, for example, the submenu region 1730
of the entry labeled "Add to home screen" includes an
entry labeled "shortcut" and an entry labeled "web clip".
When the entry labeled "web clip" is selected, the terminal
device 100 may output a schedule selection region 1740
for cropping a portion of a webpage to be used as a web
clip as indicated by reference numeral 1709.Here, the
size of the schedule selection region 1740 may be
changed according to touch events.
[0162] Upon determining the schedule selection region
1740, the terminal device 100 may output an interval se-
lection region 1750 for selecting a widget function exe-
cution cycle at a region of the display unit 140 as indicated
by reference numeral 1711.Here, for example, the inter-
val selection region 1750 provides update interval op-
tions of 1, 3, 6 and 12 hours and a no-automatic update
option. More update interval options may be provided on
a minutely, daily or monthly basis according to design.
[0163] Upon selection of an interval option from the
interval selection region 1750, the terminal device 100
may add a "web clip" function to the home screen and
output a notification "saved" on the screen as indicated
by reference numeral 1713.Thereafter, the terminal de-
vice 100 displays the home screen on the display unit
140 as indicated by reference numeral 1715.The updated
home screen includes a function region 1710b to output
a web clip extracted from a webpage specified through
the schedule selection region 1740.
[0164] In the control unit 160, the widget viewer appli-

cation 50 composes a widget output region to be output
on the function region 1710b.The widget controller proc-
ess 30 may manage the widget output region as context.
The widget controller process 30 may load functional rou-
tines of the corresponding widget on the first memory
161 to collect widget related information according to the
selected widget execution cycle.
[0165] When the widget execution cycle is reached,
the widget service provider 10 loads the widget and cor-
responding process on the first memory 161 to execute
the widget, which accesses the website indicated by ref-
erence numeral 1713 and collects information from the
specified portion of a webpage of the website as widget
related information.
[0166] The lifecycle of the widget output on the function
region 1710b of the home screen may be set to a default
value when no separate value is given.For example, the
lifecycle of the widget output on the function region 1710b
may be set to 30 seconds. Thereafter, after 30 seconds
from update of information output on the function region
1710b, the widget or process may be removed from the
first memory 161.
[0167] FIGS. 18 through 20 are sequence diagrams
illustrating a process and a widget lifecycle management
in a user function operation according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention.
[0168] Referring to FIG. 18, in response to an event
for widget addition, the widget viewer application 50 in-
vokes an AddWidget() function to send a widget addition
request to the widget controller process 30 at step 1801.
Upon reception of a widget addition request, the widget
controller process 30 invokes a Launch() function to send
a request for loading a process on the first memory 161
to the widget service provider 10 at step 1803. Thereafter,
the widget controller process 30 invokes a CreateNew-
Instance() function to send a request for loading a widget
on the process to the widget service provider 10 at step
1805.
[0169] Upon reception of a request for loading a widg-
et, the widget service provider 10 loads the requested
widget on the corresponding process. The widget service
provider 10 sends a widget loading indication (Created)
to the widget controller process 30 at step 1807.The widg-
et controller process 30 sends a widget addition indica-
tion (Added) to the widget viewer application 50 at step
1809.
[0170] The widget controller process 30 invokes a
SetTTL() function to operate a timer for managing the
lifecycle of the corresponding widget at step 1811.
[0171] Referring to FIG. 19, before expiration of the
timer, upon detection of an event for information update
or upon arrival of the widget execution cycle, the widget
controller process 30 invokes an ExpiredUpdateTimer()
function to extend the duration of the timer or to reset the
timer at step 1901.The widget controller process 30 in-
vokes an UpdateContent() function to send a request for
collecting widget related information to the widget service
provider 10 at step 1903.Thereafter, as described before,
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the widget service provider 10 collects widget related in-
formation, and may deliver the collected widget related
information to the widget viewer application 50 via the
widget controller process 30 or write the same in a mem-
ory buffer according to content display options.
[0172] When a user event for a widget function execu-
tion is received from the user, the widget viewer applica-
tion 50 invokes a UserEvent() function to send the user
event to the widget controller process 30 at step
1905.The widget controller process 30 invokes a User-
Event() function to forward the user event to the widget
service provider 10 at step 1907. Upon reception of a
user event, the widget service provider 10 collects widget
related information and performs information update ac-
cording to the user event. Here, in response to the user
event, the widget controller process 30 may extend the
lifecycle of the widget or reset the timer thereof.
[0173] The widget controller process 30 may detect
expiration of the timer set for widget lifecycle manage-
ment by receiving an indication from an ExpiredTTLTim-
er() function at step 1909.Thereafter, the widget control-
ler process 30 invokes a Terminate() or delete() function
to send a request for widget deletion to the widget service
provider 10 at step 1911. Upon reception of a request for
widget deletion, the widget service provider 10 removes
the requested widget from the first memory 161.When
the requested widget is the last one loaded on a corre-
sponding process, the widget service provider 10 may
also terminate the process.
[0174] Referring to FIG. 20, when the widget viewer
application 50 receives a user event requesting activation
of a widget having been removed from the first memory
161, it invokes a UserEvent() function to send the user
event to the widget controller process 30 at step
2001.The widget controller process 30 invokes a
Launch() function to send a request for loading the proc-
ess to load the widget to the widget service provider 10
at step 2003.Here, when the widget is of plug-in type, as
the corresponding process may be already loaded, step
2003 may be skipped. The widget controller process 30
invokes a UserEvent() function to forward the user event
to the widget service provider 10 at step 2005.The widget
service provider 10 may load the widget on the process
and apply the user event to the widget. The widget con-
troller process 30 may start a timer to manage the life-
cycle of the widget.
[0175] The widget controller process 30 may detect
expiration of the timer set for widget lifecycle manage-
ment at step 2007.Thereafter, the widget controller proc-
ess 30 invokes a Delete() or Terminate() function to send
a request for widget deletion or process termination to
the widget service provider 10 at step 2009. Upon recep-
tion of a request for widget deletion or process termina-
tion, the widget service provider 10 may remove the widg-
et from the first memory 161 or terminate the correspond-
ing process.
[0176] The widget controller process 30 may detect
arrival of the widget execution cycle according to a noti-

fication from an ExpiredUpdateTimer() function at step
2011.Thereafter, the widget controller process 30 in-
vokes a Launch() function to send a request for loading
the process to load the widget to the widget service pro-
vider 10 at step 2013.Here, the widget controller process
30 may start a timer for widget lifecycle management.
The widget controller process 30 invokes an UpdateCon-
tent() function to send a request for information update
to the widget service provider 10 at step 2015.The widget
service provider 10 executes the widget to collect widget
related information according to the information update
request. Here, the widget service provider 10 may pro-
duce a visual effect to be applied to the widget output
region.
[0177] Thereafter, the widget controller process 30
may detect expiration of the timer at step 2017.Thereaf-
ter, the widget controller process 30 invokes a Delete()
or Terminate() function to send a request for widget de-
letion or process termination to the widget service pro-
vider 10 at step 2019. Upon reception of the request, the
widget service provider 10 may remove the widget or
process from the first memory 161.
[0178] As described above, the user function operation
method of exemplary embodiments of the present inven-
tion enables a terminal device to support memory-resi-
dent user functions in such a manner that applications
are executed on a regular operating system without use
of a separate runtime environment. An exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention provides an interface
based on the widget service provider so as to bind soft-
ware components developed in different environments.
For example, an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention may support a web-based widget developed in
a web environment. In addition, the present invention pro-
vides widget interfaces that can be separately redefined
and implemented according to platforms. In other words,
the framework proposed by the present invention ena-
bles easy development of user function programs, such
as widgets that are highly portable between various sys-
tems.
[0179] The terminal device may further include various
components according to design. For example, when the
terminal device is a communication terminal, it may fur-
ther include a short-range communication module for
short-range communication, a data communication inter-
face based on wired and wireless communication, an In-
ternet communication module for Internet access, and a
digital broadcast reception module for playing digital
broadcasts. With the trend towards digital convergence,
it should be apparent to those skilled in the art that the
terminal device may further include a unit comparable to
the above-described units, and one unit of the terminal
device may be removed or replaced with another unit.
[0180] The terminal device of the present invention
may be any information and communication appliance
or multimedia appliance, such as a mobile communica-
tion terminal based on communication protocols support-
ing various communication systems, a Portable Multime-
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dia Player (PMP), a digital broadcast receiver, a Personal
Digital Assistant (PDA), a music player like a Motion Pic-
tures Expert Group (MPEG-1 or MPEG-2) Audio Layer
3 (MP3) player, a portable game console, a smartphone,
a laptop computer, a handheld computer, or the like.
[0181] It will be appreciated that embodiments of the
present invention can be realized in the form of hardware,
software or a combination of hardware and software. Any
such software may be stored in the form of volatile or
non-volatile storage such as, for example, a storage de-
vice like a ROM, whether erasable or rewritable or not,
or in the form of memory such as, for example, RAM,
memory chips, device or integrated circuits or on an op-
tically or magnetically readable medium such as, for ex-
ample, a CD, DVD, magnetic disk or magnetic tape or
the like. It will be appreciated that the storage devices
and storage media are embodiments of machine-reada-
ble storage that are suitable for storing a program or pro-
grams comprising instructions that, when executed, im-
plement embodiments of the present invention. Accord-
ingly, embodiments provide a program comprising code
for implementing apparatus or a method as claimed in
any one of the claims of this specification and a machine-
readable storage storing such a program. Still further,
such programs may be conveyed electronically via any
medium such as a communication signal carried over a
wired or wireless connection and embodiments suitably
encompass the same.
[0182] Throughout the description and claims of this
specification, the words "comprise" and "contain" and
variations of the words, for example "comprising" and
"comprises", means "including but not limited to", and is
not intended to (and does not) exclude other moieties,
additives, components, integers or steps.
[0183] Throughout the description and claims of this
specification, the singular encompasses the plural unless
the context otherwise requires. In particular, where the
indefinite article is used, the specification is to be under-
stood as contemplating plurality as well as singularity,
unless the context requires otherwise.
[0184] Features, integers, characteristics, com-
pounds, chemical moieties or groups described in con-
junction with a particular aspect, embodiment or example
of the invention are to be understood to be applicable to
any other aspect, embodiment or example described
herein unless incompatible therewith.
[0185] It will be also be appreciated that, throughout
the description and claims of this specification, language
in the general form of "X for Y" (where Y is some action,
activity or step and X is some means for carrying out that
action, activity or step) encompasses means X adapted
or arranged specifically, but not exclusively, to do Y.
While the invention has been shown and described with
reference to certain exemplary embodiments thereof, it
will be understood by those skilled in the art that various
changes in form and details may be made therein without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as
defined by the appended claims and their equivalents.

Claims

1. A user function operation method for an electronic
device, the method comprising:

executing a user function according to at least
one of a selection event and a preset execution
cycle by loading program data realizing the user
function on a memory and starting a timer;
outputting information collected during execu-
tion of the user function; and
removing, upon expiration of the timer, the pro-
gram data from the memory while sustaining in-
formation output by the user function.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the program data
realizing the user function is at least one of a process
developed using a programming language and a
widget to be loaded on the process.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2, further comprising
one of:

extending, upon generation of a selection event
or arrival of a preset execution cycle before ex-
piration of the timer, the duration of the timer; and
resetting, upon generation of a selection event
or arrival of a preset execution cycle before ex-
piration of the timer, the timer.

4. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the ex-
ecuting of the user function comprises:

examining property information of the user func-
tion;
loading a process on the memory in considera-
tion of at least one of a process type function
and a plug-in type function; and
loading routines supporting the user function on
the process.

5. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the ex-
ecuting of the user function comprises:

examining property information of the user func-
tion; and
loading, when the user function is of plug-in type,
routines supporting the user function on an ex-
isting loaded process supporting a plug-in type
user function.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the executing of the
user function further comprises:

determining the load level of the existing loaded
process;
cloning, when the load level exceeds a threshold
value, the existing loaded process; and
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loading routines supporting the user function on
the cloned process.

7. An electronic device supporting a user function op-
eration, the electronic device comprising:

a first memory for loading program data that re-
alizes a user function to be executed according
to at least one of a selection event and a preset
execution cycle;
a timer started when the program data is loaded;
a display unit for outputting information collected
during execution of the user function;
a second memory for storing information to be
output on the display unit; and
a control unit for controlling an operation to re-
move, upon expiration of the timer, the program
data from the first memory while sustaining in-
formation output by the user function.

8. The electronic device of claim 7, wherein the pro-
gram data realizing the user function is at least one
of a process developed using a programming lan-
guage and a widget to be loaded on the process.

9. The electronic device of claim 7 or claim 8, wherein,
upon generation of a selection event or arrival of a
preset execution cycle before expiration of the timer,
the control unit extends the duration of the timer or
resets the timer.

10. The electronic device of any one of claims 7 to 9,
wherein the control unit examines property informa-
tion of the user function, loads a process on the first
memory in consideration of at least one of a process
type function and a plug-in type function, and loads
routines supporting the user function on the process.

11. The electronic device of any one of claims 7 to 10,
wherein the control unit examines property informa-
tion of the user function, and loads, when the user
function is of plug-in type, routines supporting the
user function on an existing loaded process support-
ing a plug-in type user function.

12. The electronic device of claim 11, wherein the control
unit determines the load level of the existing loaded
process, clones, when the load level exceeds a
threshold value, the existing loaded process, and
loads routines supporting the user function on the
cloned process.

13. An electronic device supporting a user function op-
eration, the electronic device comprising as execu-
tion modules:

a widget viewer application for receiving an input
event indicating arrival of an execution cycle of

a widget or requesting execution of the widget;
a widget service provider for loading a process
and for loading the widget on the process to ex-
ecute the widget; and
a widget controller process residing between the
widget service provider and the widget viewer
application for controlling widget execution and
widget related information output.

14. The electronic device of claim 13, wherein the widget
controller process starts a timer having a preset life-
time when the execution cycle is reached, and un-
loads the widget from a first memory when the timer
expires.

15. The electronic device of claim 14, wherein, when the
unloaded widget is the last one loaded on the proc-
ess, the widget controller process terminates the
process.

16. The electronic device of any one of claims 13 to 15,
wherein the widget viewer application sends, upon
generation of an input event requesting execution of
a widget, the input event to the widget controller proc-
ess, and wherein the widget controller process for-
wards the input event to the widget service provider
to control process loading and widget loading and
starts a timer used to unload the widget.

17. The electronic device of any one of claims 13 to 16,
further comprising:

a display unit for displaying a widget output re-
gion for widget execution,
wherein the widget service provider loads, in re-
sponse to a request for widget view addition on
the widget output region, a view addition routine
on the first memory for execution, and
wherein the widget viewer application outputs a
new view created by the view addition routine
together with the widget output region on the
display unit.

18. The electronic device of any one of claims 13 to 17,
wherein the widget controller process allocates a
memory buffer for widget related information output,
wherein the widget service provider writes widget
related information generated during widget execu-
tion in the memory buffer, and wherein the widget
viewer application outputs information written in the
memory buffer to the display unit.

19. The electronic device of any one of claims 13 to 18,
wherein the widget controller process provides prop-
erty information of a widget to the widget service pro-
vider, and wherein the widget service provider gen-
erates widget related information during widget ex-
ecution according to the property information and
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provides the widget related information as an image
file to the widget viewer application.

20. The electronic device of any one of claims 13 to 18,
wherein the widget controller process provides prop-
erty information of a widget to the widget service pro-
vider, wherein the widget service provider generates
widget related information during widget execution
according to the property information and provides
the widget related information as text data to the
widget viewer application, and wherein the widget
viewer application controls information output based
on the text data and predefined libraries.
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